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IRC Board of Directors Meeting and Motions
IRC Board Meeting Call to Order
Duane Smith, Chair & Chief Executive Officer called the August
18-19 meeting to order at 9:15 am. He welcomed everyone to the
meeting in attendance in-person, on teleconference and over the
MS Teams app. He welcomed Ryan Yakeleya, newly elected Chair
of the Tuktoyaktuk Community Corporation to the IRC board
meeting. Duane continued by offering condolences to all families
who have lost loved ones in these past months.

IRC Board Motions
Motion 20/20: UPON MOTION DULY MADE BY Gerald
Inglangasuk seconded by Ryan Yakeleya and unanimously
carried, IT WAS RESOLVED THAT:
Gerald Inglangasuk is appointed Vice Chairperson of the
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation.

Motion 21/20: UPON MOTION DULY MADE BY Gerald
Jordan McLeod (Aklavik), Lawrence Ruben (Paulatuk), and Inglangasuk seconded by Ryan Yakeleya and unanimously
Colin Okheeka (Ulukhaktok) called in from their communities carried, IT WAS RESOLVED THAT:
with Gerald (Jerry) Inglangasuk (Inuvik), Ryan Yakeleya
(Tuktoyaktuk), Sachs Harbour CC Chair John Lucas Jr. present. Colin Okheena is appointed Secretary-Treasurer of the Inuvialuit
Regional Corporation.
IRC staff: Director of Operations Lucy Kuptana and Chief
Administrative Officer Todd Orvitz were present in the Motion 22/20: UPON MOTION DULY MADE BY John Lucas
Umingmak Board Room. Kate Darling, Special Advisor, and Jr. seconded by Gerald Inglangasuk and unanimously carried,
Chief Financial Officer Mark Fleming were present throughout IT WAS RESOLVED THAT:
the meeting on video. Colin Okheena provided an opening To approve the recommendation presented allocating the funds
prayer.
from 2020 Resource Revenue payment and 2020 repayment
of negotiating loans to IIC Investments, Inuvialuit Harvester’s
Inuvialuit Investment Corporation (IIC)
Assistance Trust (IHAT), Inuvialuit Education Foundation
IIC Chair, Floyd Roland was not available so Mark Fleming, (IEF), Inuvialuit Charitable Foundation (ICF) and Community
Chief Financial Officer reviewed the June 30th report with the Corporation Investment.
IRC Board that includes the details of the investments. Q2 Portfolio
value is $540.4M which is flat with 2019. As of June 30th, the Motion 23/20: UPON MOTION DULY MADE BY, Gerald
loss of $4.4M in the Corporate Group was driven by timing in Inglangasuk seconded by Lawrence Ruben and unanimously
the investment portfolio. He indicated that by the end of July the carried, IT WAS RESOLVED THAT:
portfolio saw a $27M increase in value that saw the corporate group To approve the Inuvialuit Social Development Program (ISDP),
now beating their budget. IIC continues to manage risk and look IEF, Inuvialuit Community Economic Development (ICEDO) and
for additional global diversification, part of IIC’s Strategy 2030.  IHAT Budgets for 2020-21 as presented.
Motion 25/20: UPON MOTION DULY MADE BY, John Lucas
Jr. seconded by Jordan McLeod and unanimously carried, IT
Kate Darling reported by videoconference and with a written
WAS RESOLVED THAT:
report presented to the IRC Board of Directors. She reported on
volumes as being adequate for the season and on a technology To appoint D. Alan Smith to the IRC Audit Committee for a twoupgrade at Inuvik Gas Ltd. 
year term expiring August 21, 2022.

Inuvialuit Petroleum Corporation (IPC)

Left: IRC Board meeting screenshot with Ryan, Todd and Duane
visible in Umingmak Boardroom and Kate Darling and Mark
Fleming on video. Right: Ryan Yakeleya, TCC Chair participates in a
Inuvialuit Energy Security Project (IESP) consultation in Tuktoyaktuk.
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D. Alan Smith’s professional expertise and resume includes
experience on the internal audit committee of Treasury Board of
Canada and he is now retired from Ernst and Young. 

Inuvialuit Corporate Group Update

Message from the Inuvialuit Regional Corporation Chair & CEO
Aaqana Inuvialuit,
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation’s priority continues to be utmost safety, and food security.
However even as we try to prepare, prevent and respond to the pandemic, COVID should
never be used as an excuse; IRC can not accept a lack of steady progress and effort in all
our other responsible areas. If anything, we have just gotten busier. I want to personally
thank all staff for all your efforts during this COVID pandemic.
To this end, I have been active in representation, negotiation, advocacy at a regional,
territorial and national level for all those basic, ongoing and significant issues, some of
which have been made more apparent with this pandemic, issues including: improved
access to housing, education, enhanced food security measures, COVID responses,
revitalization of Inuvialuktun, self-determination in our Region and harvesting rights.
Part of this work has resulted in Contribution Agreement funds negotiated by IRC and
administered by departments or communities now at over $60M in direct program funds.
While we’ve modified our meeting style and are sometimes conducting consultations
using virtual apps or teleconferences, I am pleased to see our regular business going
ahead on schedule: including Community Corporation AGMs, the ITK AGM, IRC
Board quarterly meetings, and Inuit Circumpolar Council AGM plus an Inuit Crown
Partnership Leadership meeting scheduled for December. We await election results in
the communities to determine leadership going forward and will publish results of the
current leadership in the next quarterly ICG Update.
IRC is also grateful for the in-person activities that we have been able to conduct. I have been pleased we are able to begin Corporate
Tours with our communities in order to provide updates, answer questions, to find areas we need to work harder or areas that IRC
staff can adjust and improve in their program delivery with your input.
IRC Board welcomes Colin now stepping up to the plate as IRC Secretary-Treasurer. The board reminded him how tough Eddie
always was on our financial team, always asking questions, and that, with this approach and consistent character Eddie always had
the betterment of Inuvialuit in mind.
The first year of repayment by Canada for loans while negotiating the IFA will be reinvested, where it came from, in our Heritage Fund.
I continue to encourage you to use and pass on our online resources, inuvialuitdigitallibrary.ca where you can hear recordings and
see videos of our Elders as well as to revisit and again suggest ifa-101.ca as we all advance in careful understanding of our land claim.
			

Respectfully,
Duane Ningaqsiq Smith

Gerald Inglangasuk, IRC Vice Chairperson opens a box of fishnets
with the priority focus of food security in addition to ongoing safety.

Atanrur̂ uq Katimar̂ uanun
Chair & Chief Executive Officer

Colin Okheena, IRC Secretary-Treasurer questions IDC Chair
in the community with Aklak Air, Stanton management during a tour.
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IRC Corporate Tour in Aklavik on November 3.
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IRC Corporate Tour in Tuktoyaktuk November 5.

Inuvialuit Regional Corporation
Corporate Tour with Chair and CEO
IRC Chair & CEO is grateful to those
who came out to the meetings to hear IRC
Financial Updates, Subsidiary Corporation
Updates as well as see current Contribution
Agreement Funded Initiatives.
Corporate Tour in these two communities
was accomplished while safely following
COVID regulations and recommendations.
IRC looks forward to following-up on your
inquiries and suggestions and looks to
holding more community meetings in the
other CCs as possible at this time.
Thank you again for your good questions
and input. Aar̂igaa.
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Government Affairs, ICEDO, Inuvialuit Cultural Centre (ICRC)
Bob Simpson Director of Government Affairs, provided an
overview of Government Affairs initiatives to the IRC Board
over videoconference.
An Act respecting First Nations, Inuit and Metis children, youth
and families (Bill C-92)
IRC is taking steps towards enacting An Act respecting First
Nations, Inuit and Métis children, youth and families. To
date, IRC has submitted funding proposals for legal work and
capacity building. IRC’s funding proposal to begin the legal
work associated with developing an Inuvialuit child and family
services law associated with An Act respecting First Nations, Inuit
and Métis children, youth and families was approved. IRC has
hired Olthuis Kleer Townshend LLP, a law firm experienced in
advocating for Indigenous communities, to complete this work.
We hope to begin community discussions on how best to support
Inuvialuit children and families in 2021.
Modern Treaties Fiscal Negotiations
IRC is taking part in the Modern Treaties Fiscal Negotiations
with four other Indigenous land claim organizations (Gwich’in
Tribal Council, Sahtu, Makivik, and Naskapi) and the Government
of Canada. The aim of the negotiation table is to push the
Government of Canada to provide core funding for the land claim
organizations — and in the case of IRC, core funding for all six
Community Corporations as well. Right now, the money needed
to run IRC and Community Corporation comes from investments
and IFA settlement money. The means that Inuvialuit are paying
more than their fair share costs of the IFA and through these
discussions, IRC is working to change that.
Self-Government Negotiations
IRC’s negotiating team is working with the federal and territorial
negotiating teams to work out outstanding issues with the Inuvialuit
Self-Government Agreement such as: geographic limitations, core
principles and objectives, inclusion of UNDRIP principles, review
and amendment, and heritage resources. Monthly negotiation
sessions are scheduled.
Removal of Drilling Waste and Sump Remediation
In November, IRC held a teleconference with more than 30
government and industry partners to begin initial discussions
regarding how we can all work together to clean up drilling waste
and remediate sumps in the ISR. Going forward, a smaller working
group made up of government and industry representatives
will meet regularly to coordinate this work. Additionally, IRC
continues to seek information on conditions of all drilling waste
and sump remediation sites in partnership with the Government of
the Northwest Territories following the completion of the Drilling
Sumps Failure and Climate Change Report.
United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) The Government of Canada has promised to
introduce a law to implement UNDRIP before the end of the year.
Consultations have begun and IRC is participating. IRC supports
UNDRIP and considers this an important step towards Inuvialuit
self-determination.
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Inuvialuit Community Economic Development Organization
Todd Orvitz, Chief Administrative Officer, will give future
reports to the IRC Board of Directors until a ICEDO Manager/
Director is hired to oversee this portfolio.
The Inuvialuit Community Economic Development Organization
(ICEDO) posted invitation to provide input into the 2021-2026
ICEDO Strategic Plan. The survey was open until October 15,
2020. Your feedback will help us ensure future programs and
actions by ICEDO best support Inuvialuit beneficiaries and
communities.
ICEDO’s mandate is to support Inuvialuit beneficiaries and
communities to realize their development potential by identifying
common goals and acting on current and future opportunities
throughout the Inuvialuit Settlement Region.
Inuvialuit Cultural Centre (ICRC) Pitquhiit-Pitqusiit
Manager Ethel-Jean Gruben provided a written report which was
presented by Director of Operations, Communications and Culture
Lucy Kuptana. Staff include: Beverly Amos, Regional Language
Consultant; Lena Kotokak, Regional Language Coordinator; and
Kynwill Gordon-Ruben, Digital Archiving Assistant.
Aboriginal Language Revitalization (ALR)To support the preservation, use and revitalization of Inuvialuktun,
ALR programming for this year will be sending language and
cultural material to communities in February/March 2021.
ICRC also provides financial support to the 5 Early Childhood
Development Centres for Inuvialuktun instruction in Aklavik,
Ulukhaktok, Tuktoyaktuk, Paulatuk and Inuvik.
Supporting a Traditional Economy
ICRC continually restocks sewing and crafting materials to hold
future language and cultural programs. This includes buying furs
from harvesters. The program has a yearly budget of $20,000.
Contact Lena Kotokak lkotokak@inuvialuit.com or call ICRC
777-2595.
Uummarmiutun Dictionary Revised and Expanded
Since June, Dodie Malegana and Marie Jacobson have been
contracted to work on an updated Uummarmiutun dictionary and
expect to complete their work by 2022-23. Ethel-Jean Gruben
is the project lead and is pleased with the results and working
relationship on this project to date.
Inuvialuit Digital LibraryAn online source of Elder’s photos, Inuvialuktun language lessons
and recordings as well as cultural and historical Inuvialuit videos.
Kynwill Gordon-Ruben has been learning to add content to this
resource website, and we will make announcement when new
photo galleries, audio or video recordings are made available on
the Inuvialuit Digital Library inuvialuitdigitallibrary.ca
Inuvialuktun Translation
Contact ICRC 867-777-2595 for a current list of translators in
Uummarmiutun, Sallirmiutun, and Kangiryuarmiutun. 
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COVID Supplies Cleaning Supplies for Households
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Community Support reports 2020 IHAP, Inuvialuit Lands (ILA)
IRC’s Community Support
Inuvialuit Land Administration (ILA)
Shelly Hendrick provided a report over video including IHAP Charles Klengenberg provided a report to the IRC Board in August
results update and took questions from the IRC Board.
and answered questions on inspections, external meetings, and on
the consistent management of Inuvialuit lands. Todd Orvitz, Chief
Inuvialuit Harvesters Assistance Program (IHAP)
Administrative Officer gave a report to the IRC Board in November.
April 1 cheque distribution for major and minor items went out
to successful applicants who had made their arrangements. IHAP ILA office in Tuktoyaktuk is in operation but the door is locked to the
Committees in ISR communities were all able to meet before public, please email staff or request an appointment 867 977-7100.
any precautions or restrictions for COVID-19 were put in place. Rights-Based Cabins
The IHAP Appeals Committee that deals with any concerns and With local HTCs, IRC needs to collect names and cabin locations
reviews all applications from outside the ISR was also able to meet (all cabins, especially in cases where you are being unfairly
in Mid-March 2020.
charged leases by the GNWT in violation of the Inuvialuit Final

Agreement). ILA needs the location of cabins by March 2021.
2021 Inuvialuit Harvesters Assistance opens January 1 with a Contact cklengenberg@inuvialuit.com or Glenna Noksana
gnoksana@inuvialuit.com in the ILA Offices in Tuktoyaktuk with
deadline of January 31.
your questions. If you have a camp or cabin on Crown lands, make
Please note that, as in previous years, beneficiaries who live sure to contact IRC or your HTC in 2020.
outside the ISR have until February 28 to apply.
Policies and Procedures
Major Pieces of Harvesting Equipment. Each approved applicant Actioned to the IRC Board. As the ILA Policy and Procedures
may receive an accountable financial contribution of up to 75% has not been updated and added to since 1986, IRC has recently
of the total cost of the item approved with a minimum annual put together a Working Group in order to look closely at this whole
contribution of$5,000 per applicant.
document, an example is to look closely at forestry. IRC does not
want to continue to deal with one-offs and needs to do a full review
Minor Pieces of Harvesting Equipment. Each approved applicant
to prepare for community meetings within each CC to gather input.
may receive an accountable financial contribution of up to 75%
IRC would like the Inuvialuit Land Administration Policy and
of the total cost of the item(s) approved with a maximum annual
Procedures to reflect the current needs and best input, respecting
contribution of $1,000.00 per applicant.
that these ILA Policies were created by our parents and grandparents
Applicants need to be an enrolled beneficiary under the IFA (or to protect and respect Inuvialuit lands and we are now responsible
for those between 16 and 18 years of age, eligible to be enrolled to consistently implement what they developed.
upon reaching 18 years of age). Preference will be given to
Inuvialuit subsistence harvesters engaged in harvesting activities Husky Lakes Management Plan
and showing demonstrated need for program support to continue IRC has been asking about what beneficiaries would like to see:
or start harvesting, as well as to applicants that regularly involve Options could include clusters of cabins, keeping some areas off
limits for cultural purposes, or re-opening to leases. The overall
youth in their traditional harvesting activities.
goal is to develop a coordinated approach that involves affected
Find applications available to download, and the Policy & communities, has regard for the ILA Rules and Procedures, and
Procedures Manual, by searching IRC’s Website for IHAP or using remains compliant at all times with the Inuvialuit Final Agreement
this direct URL online:
(IFA).
https://www.irc.inuvialuit.com/program/inuvialuit-harvesters- Inuvialuit Quarry Assessment
assistance-program
ILA is reviewing options to conduct a thorough assessment of
Inuvialuit Quarries to determine quality and quantity since proposed
January 1
IHAP Opens
projects will need the use of Inuvialuit granular materials. 
January 31
IHAP Closes
Feb 1 to 15

Community Meetings held to make decisions

Feb 15-28

Applications, decisions to IHAP Manager

Feb 28

Out of ISR Applications Close, Appeals Close

Mar 1 to 15

IHAP Committee meets

Mar 15-31

Applicants make Credit Arrangements

April 1

Cheques distributed, if arrangements in place
Todd Orvitz, helps with a fishnet in Ulukhaktok, Jacks Bay, July 2020.
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Elders Berry Picking Tuktoyaktuk Elders Committee with TCC
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Education & Training + Capacity at Qunngilaaq / Reindeer Station
Savaaksaqsiurvik- Employment Opportunities
Savagvingmi Ilisaruktuat- Training
Professional Development Workshop
September 21-24, Education & Training staff along with IRC’s Capacity
Team, were at Reindeer Station.
While there, they reviewed all programs, carefully going through their section
of IRC’s Strategic Plan. The Strategic Plan was developed at the 42 Directors
Meeting with CC Director’s input. Education & Training staff needed to take
time to review their progress and diligence in following and making progress
on the Strategic Goals set out in this document with discussions leading to
recommendations and planning. There was time for employee activities
meant to be team building and uplifting and time to listen to concerns and
recommendations from one another as staff.
All photo credits on this page: Capacity Advisor Katherine Ciboci, see full Capacity
Update in the December ICG Update. Group photo below, top row L-R Katherine,
Esther, Merlyn, Leanna. Bottom row L-R Sandra, Veronica and Fred.
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Education & Training and Career Centre, “Sivunniurutit-Progress”
Veronica Kasook, Sr. Manager of Education & Training provided
a report.
Additional staff available to beneficiaries in Education &
Training Department include: Merlyn Rogers, IPSES Program
Coordinator; Esther Ipana, ISET Program Administrative
Assistant; Fred Kuptana, Career Development Officer; Sandra
Elanik, Manager, Inuvialuit Education Foundation (IEF). Program
Academic Advisor for Sunchild is Deserine Grimes.
Sunchild E-learning Centre
IRC has put together a new Sunchild Committee including the
Capacity Team to support this academic centre which falls under
Education & Training at IRC.
The Sunchild Program continues to provide an avenue for adult
students to complete their high school education and achieve
their diploma, with 4 graduates in 2020 and 2 working towards
graduation in 2021.

Inuvialuit Education Foundation
(IEF) funding is providing well over 150 beneficiaries both south
and north with bursaries and tutoring assistance.
Contact Sandra Elanik, (867) 777-7029 selanik@inuvialuit.com
Tutoring Available
Also email Sandra Elanik selanik@inuvialuit.com to ask about
tutoring! More families and students can access this program!
Inuit Post-Secondary Education Strategy (IPSES)
IPSES funding supports Inuit post-secondary students across
Canada with: application fees, tuition, travel costs, child care,
books and supplies, living expenses, mentorship and counselling,
and more. To date, 190 IPSES applications and 161 have been
funded.
This is a 10-year agreement negotiated with Canada which
provides stable funding to support all Inuvialuit students.

Career Centre
Fred Kuptana runs the Career Centre which is currently open
by appointment in the Inuvialuit Corporate Building. He can
assist with resumes, cover letters and career skills. He can set up
mock-interviews to help clients in job hiring processes. Interview
practice has proven successful in acquiring jobs. Fred is now able
to assist people by appointment, ask for Fred at 777-7000 or email
fkuptana@inuvialuit.com for an appointment.

Deadline for 2020-21 Applications:

You can also follow on social media in order to know about
opportunities. Make sure you Follow and Like the @Inuvialuit
Regional Corporation Career Centre Facebook page: https://www.
facebook.com/IRCCareerCentre/ This page is where the latest
jobs across all fields of work, grants, on-the-land projects, youth
initiatives, travel abroad programs, and opportunities for all ages
will be posted. Continue to send and encourage your family,
friends, and community members when you see opportunities
of interest.

ISET Indigenous Skills and Employment Training (ISET) Program
contact is Esther Ipana 777-7060 eipana@inuvialuit.com

Student Equipment Fund for Post Secondary Education, for
Homeschooling, and through Mastercard Foundation to BDEC
Aware that students may need extra support to purchase equipment
for online education, Education & Training with IRC has
reimbursed Post Secondary students $500 each for needed
electronic equipment directly, IRC has given $130,000 to
Beaufort Delta Education Council to go towards laptops for
students (through a COVID Recovery Fund negotiated with
Mastercard and Inuit Taapiriit Kanatami ITK), and offered
$500 reimbursement for supplies to those parents now
homeschooling children.
Workplace Readiness
33 have accessed Workplace Readiness support to date.
Training on the Job
7 participants to date in 2020/21, 2 carry-over. Contact IRC’s
Education & Training to learn about opportunities to participate in
Workplace Readiness and Training on the Job support programs. 

Winter Semester was November 15
Summer Semester: March 15, 2021
IPSES contact Merlyn Rogers, (867) 777-7091 mrogers@
inuvialuit.com for additional information or to submit your
application.

Find applications: https://www.irc.inuvialuit.com/inuit-postsecondary-education-strategy-ipses
What you need for an IPSES Application Package:
•

Completed and signed Application Form (ensure all pages
are fully completed)

•

Documented proof of enrolment from the Inuvialuit Regional
Corporation

•

Proof of Identification (i.e. health care card)

•

Verification of Dependents claimed (i.e. birth certificate)

•

Proof of application to SFA funding – NWT, FANS funding –
Nunavut and proof of grants or loans from all other provinces.
This is a requirement to apply for IPSES.

•

Course outlines

•

Approximate tuition/fees for Post-Secondary program applied
for

•

Proof of Acceptance or Conditional Acceptance into a PostSecondary program of studies

All Inuvialuit living in Canada and enrolled as beneficiaries under
the Inuvialuit Final Agreement are eligible. 
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Innovation, Science & Climate Change Division
Innovation, Science & Climate Change Update
Jenn Parrott is Director of Innovation, Science & Climate Change
Division and staff includes: Kendra Tingmiak, Inuit Research
Advisor; Darby Desrosiers, Clean Energy Coordinator; Maciek
Matthew Chudek, Statistician; Brain Park, Climate Change
Program Coordinator; Tess Forbes, Marine Program Coordinator;
Pauley Tedoff, QNIHS (Qanuippitaa National Inuit Health
Survey) Technician; Tyra Cockney-Goose, Environmental Policy
and Climate Change Assistant; Piers Kreps, Research Data
Specialist; Mike O’Rourke, Inuvialuit Place Names Coordinator.

Beaufort Region Strategic Environmental Assessment Report
IRC has just completed, released to the public Sep 11, 2020,
the Beaufort Region Strategic Environmental Assessment along
with the Inuvialuit Game Council and the Federal government
(CIRNAC). This was a 5+ year endeavour, bringing together a
complement of traditional knowledge and western science, which
will, along with other assessments and documents, now inform
the moratorium review for the western part of Canada’s offshore.
The Assessment Report is intended to support decision-making
around possible future resource development and management,
environmental conservation programs, subsistence activities and
The Innovation, Science and Climate Change Division (ISCC),
other complementary commercial activities.
Suite 104, 125 Mackenzie Rd, Mack Travel Building, keenly
focuses on knowledge mobilization, cyberinfrastructure, The Assessment report is public as well as an executive summary,
community engagement, environmental policy and community at IRC’s website, and https://rsea.inuvialuit.com The Assessment
development.
report includes gathered knowledge regarding the impact of
changes in the state of our ecosystem that we are seeing, plus
COVID-19 Regional Epidemiological Modelling
scenarios to reduce and mitigate impacts of potential oil and gas
To support informed decision-making and preparation, the
activity, while giving central consideration to valued ecosystem
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation is developing regional
components.
epidemiological models to predict how the novel coronavirus
could spread through the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, the “Siqiniqmin Aullan” Energy Children’s Book
timing and projected magnitude of infections and the need for Congratulatory announcement that the story writing contest winner
medical resources in each community. This involves procuring is Corrine Bullock with help from her family, daughters Nathalie
and presenting relevant descriptive data for each community and and Audrey, photo below.
developing deterministic and stochastic epidemiological models to
predict the rate of infection under different kinds of public health Illustrator is Tyra Cockney-Goose who was able to share some
interventions. Objective: To accurately predict the potential impact initial illustrations with Corrine and her family at IRC in October,
of COVID-19 on Inuvialuit Settlement Region communities. An see photos.
academic publication is ready for submission with this work.
Translation work of the story to Inuvialuktun dialects will begin
Inuit Health Survey position filled, QNIHS Technician at IRC in the new year for publication to follow.
Qanuippitaa? launch was announced last October at the Inuit Terminology Glossary in Kangiryuarmiutun/Inuinnaqtun,
Tapiriit Kanatami AGM and in this ICG Update.
Sallirmiutun, and Uummarmiutun has been compiled and can be
The four Inuit Land Claims Organizations (or their designates, found in the Documents and Resources Page under Innovation,
in collaboration with Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, will now co-design Science and Climate Change on the IRC Website:
and implement a permanent population health survey of Inuit
in Canada that is informed by Inuit knowledge, values, and
worldview, stakeholder engagement, and the latest health sciences
research. We will also govern and facilitate access to the survey
data, including publishing results that are engaging and accessible
by Inuit and organizations that serve Inuit populations.
Objective: There is a lack of Inuit-determined, quality data about
the health of Inuit in Canada. QNIHS aims to provide data that are:
(a) relevant and culturally safe, (b) up to date, comparable across
populations and time, and comprehensive, (c) Inuit-determined
and owned by Inuit and (d) accessible.
Pauley Tedoff, contact ptedoff@inuvialuit.com, is the lead on
this project for IRC with Health & Wellness and in Research as
QNIHS Technician at IRC.
Pauley has recently moved to Inuvik, NT from Montreal, QC
and is nearing completion of a PhD degree in Global Health &
Epidemiology from McGill University.
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https://www.irc.inuvialuit.com/documents-and-resources-1
The objective of this project, with funding by NRCan, is to create
an energy themed Inuvialuit children’s book and accompanying
audiobook in the three Inuvialuktun dialects and, in turn, promote
Inuvialuit language and energy literacy in the ISR. Congratulations
to author Corrine!

Inuvialuit Corporate Group Update

ISCC continued
Clean Energy Coordinator
Darby Desrosiers will be developing the ISR Energy Action Plan,
supporting the assessment carbon pricing impacts in the Inuvialuit
Settlement Region and developing ‘energy themed’ educational
materials. Darby will work with other members of the Innovation,
Science and Climate Change team to promote community
engagement and support the development of community-driven
clean energy projects!
Darby has recently moved to Inuvik, NT from Calgary, AB.
She completed a Bachelor of Science degree from Mount Royal
University in 2019 and is currently enrolled in Master’s in
Sustainable Environmental Management with a focus in Energy
Security online through the University of Saskatchewan.
Powered by Youth ISR
Youth 15-30 were welcomed to join a new online, Energy
Alternatives dialogue group @Powered by Youth ISR on Facebook
(contact ddesrosiers@inuvialuit.com for future opportunities),
which included interactive surveys, weekly discussion and
educational material like community energy profile maps. There
were prizes offered for participation and for accurate answers to
ISR-specific energy trivia questions.
An online community survey for the Regional Energy Action Plan
will run in December. The goal of this survey is to ensure that the
feedback we have received from the 2019 Climate Change Energy
Terminology Tour (CCET), the Power By Youth Discussions,
and engagement with the Community Corporations aligns with
community goals and priorities.
Documents ready for endorsement before publication:
• 2019 ISR Research Newsletter
•

Proactive Vessel Management One Pagers (to printer)

Early 2021 out for comment and review:
• ISR Climate Change Strategy
•

ISR Energy Action Plan

•

ISR Cruise Ship Management Plan (as amended)

•

Safe Waterways Strategy

Drafts in progress:
• ISR Research Agenda
Beneficiaries are encouraged to read these documents at their CCs
or ask for copies in order to then submit comments and input to
improve these living documents. Documents have already been
shaped by online comment forums as well as targeted engagement
with Elders Committees, Regional Youth, HTC and CCs.
Top to bottom: Director of ISCC Jenn Parrott awards a fishnet to Liz
Gordon, winner of Cruise Ship Management Plan 2020-23 Survey to
review the plan and provide feedback.Tess Forbes is IRC’s Marine
Program Coordinator who asked questions about Cruise Ships at the
Billy Joss Open and was a good sport at golf! She won Highest Round
trophy and greets Peter Okheena and Adele Alonak up at the course.

These are the documents on which future work will be informed.
IRCs Chair and CEO in the IRC Board meeting reminded CCs to
make these documents available. He encouraged all interested
members to read through the documents and to submit your
feedback before publication. 
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Health & Wellness
Health & Wellness Division
Evelyn Storr, Director, Health & Wellness Division gave a report.
Health & Wellness hopes to be able to schedule tours to ISR
communities early in the new year to introduce new staff.
Activities Resume
Student Family Support Workers are all back in the school,
working with school staff to support students with an emphasis
on getting back into routines of school and focusing on mental
wellness.

Nutrition North
With coordinators in each community, delivery of food for healthy
recipes to homes will be based on a weekly sign-up, and/or weekly
draw so that meals are distributed fairly and to as many homes
as possible.

COVID restrictions prevent any in-person instruction but the
program can continue in people’s homes with this re-design of
delivery. Look for notices and contact: Karla Smith (Aklavik),
Charmaine Teddy and Elizabeth Arey (Tuktoyaktuk),
Peggy Day has been back to sewing classes with pregnant mothers. Celina Wolki and Jean Ruben (Paulatuk), Brenda Lucas
Ruth Goose is hosting sewing classes with Elders and working (Sachs Harbour), and Joyce Banksland and Mollie Oliktoak
with Moms at Healthy Babies. Special Event was an Elders Trip (Ulukhaktok).
to Tuktoyaktuk. It included a lunch of caribou stew, bannock then
a supper with geese, Husky Lake trout, salad, and dessert. After Youth Kits
the meal, all participated in Arctic Sports (Yo-yo and seal hunt Kits were a success with positive feedback received. One item to
game). This trip was intended to bring Elders together safely, as note was that because orders for supplies were based on Enrolment
they have been very isolated during these trying times. COVID-19 Data, it especially meant the 0-3 year category was initially
underestimated. An additional 105 kits have now been delivered
protocols were in place all throughout the day.
to communities for those who signed up. IRC encourages all
Project Jewel Family Wellness Camp at Reindeer Station (photo families to register children with enrolment.
spread on pages 16-17) and Land Program Coordinators (LPCs)
The August camp was a training opportunity for community Land Early Childcare Centres
Program Coordinators to see how Regional Project Jewel camps are Alice Thrasher, Manager Early Childhood Programs, in her
run by Jimmy Ruttan IRC’s Manager, OTL Wellness Programs. written report thanks the dedicated staff who returned to work
LPCs also trained in newly-developed COVID safe practices, during the pandemic to provide childcare. Culture and Language
experience which could then allow for OTL programming to continues to be stressed including its importance with children as
continue safely in communities and provide needed programs.
it is a big part of keeping our culture alive for future generations.
Current Inuvialuktun instructors are: Verna Arey in Aklavik,
More recently, Congratulations to Megan Lennie newly hired
Kasandra Ekpakohak in Inuvik, Moriya Krengnektak for
Land Program Coordinator for Aklavik.
Paulatuk, Alice Kaodloak in Ulukhaktok and Tuktoyaktuk was
The Project Jewel Family Wellness Camp allowed two family in process of hiring.
“bubbles,” who applied for the experience and were supported at
Requests with Child First Initiative
camp by a group of staff, to go on their own healing journey based
CFI is intended to assist Inuit families with unique, unmet needs.
on Project Jewel’s principles of being culturally-relevant, clientcentred, community-driven and collaborative. Both families,
For more information contact IRC’s CFI Coordinator Rhonda
especially the 6 children, were able to reconnect to culture and the
John rjohn@inuvialuit.com
land after having been previously growing up in urban areas south.
Scheduled activities like Northern Games demonstrations with
Kiputaq (ring toss), research into Family Trees, Art for wellness
with Kathy Inuktalik, and the sharing of bear safety stories
given by Annie Wolki, long-time Wildlife Monitor and now Land
Program Coordinator from Paulatuk were on the schedule, plus the
regular camp activities like collecting firewood and water became
new adventures to experience. Highlights were fishing, cutting
dryfish with Verna Pokiak and using the smokehouse as well as
boat rides and berry picking. Lillian Elias guided the entire camp
from start to finish as Elder. At one point, she taught the words
to“You are my Sunshine” in her Inuvialuktun Uummarmiutun
“because our language is different... it means more that way –
Hiqinirigikpin!”

Oral Health Representative needed, Paulatuk and Sachs Harbour
IRC is advertisting Oral Health Representative jobs open for
Paulatuk and Sachs Harbour.
Under the guidance of IRC’s Regional Health Promotions
Coordinator, Alecia Lennie, Community Oral Health Representative
will be responsible for providing oral health education for caries
(cavity) prevention including educational presentations and
toothbrushing programs. The job also involves ensuring all children
ages 0-12 in the community are seen by the IRC Dental Hygienist
twice yearly by preparing and monitoring recall lists.
This is part of IRC’s Oral Health Initiative for children ages 0-12.

With many new experiences, each participant is on an individual
journey, personally recording their experiences throughout camp Reach out if you live in either Paulatuk or Sachs Harbour and can
help. Training is provided. Email jobs@inuvialuit.com
through photo voice, as well as making memories all together.
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Health & Wellness Division continued.
New Dementia Project Coordinator
Photo: Melody Teddy and Alexandrea (Inglangasuk) Gordon
We are pleased to announce the hiring for the position Dementia participate in a awareness march in Inuvik.
Project Coordinator! Sarah MacNabb brings a wealth of
knowledge in the area of Dementia. She has worked both in Home
Care and at Long Term Care. Sarah and her family are based in
Inuvik and we are excited to have her as a part of our team! Sarah
can be reached at smacnabb@inuvialuit.com or 777-7022
The Dementia Project Coordinator will:
• Coordinate community engagement sessions such as, surveys,
data collection and support groups or sharing circles.
• Develop culturally appropriate and Inuvialuit focused
dementia educational resources to build capacity for the needs
identified by the person living with dementia, their family,
caregivers, and community
• Travel to the communities in the ISR (COVID depended) to
research what is needed in each community on any specific area ISR Suicide Prevention Strategy
related to and including prevention, early identification to end IRC is working on the creation of a Regional Suicide Prevention
of life care for those living with dementia so that the resources Strategy. The strategy is in the beginning stages of development
developed will be relevant to the community’s needs.
and is intended to be largely informed by Inuvialuit in our region.
• Develop training materials for a person living with or caring IRC has started conducting interviews with front-line staff, elders,
for an individual with dementia and their families.
leadership and anyone else who would like to be included – to help
inform the development of the strategy.
Inuvialuit Non Insured Health Systems Navigator, NIHB
Jennifer Picek, RN, Inuvialuit Health System Navigator position
The strategy will focus on recommendations and actions so we
can answer questions about N #s, and Non-Insured Health Benefits
will be able to use it to inform future programming, advocate for
(NIHB). She can help with inquiries related to N numbers, drug and
funding and advocate for improved government services. The
pharmacy products, dental benefits, vision care, medical supplies
priority is travelling to the communities for engagement on the
and equipment, medical transportation, mental health counselling,
Strategy, interviews started in November.If you have interest in
referrals, and respite. Email: jpicek@inuvialuit.com
being contacted to provide input to the strategy, please email
wellness@inuvialuit.com. IRC’s Regional Suicide Prevention
Support when in Quarantine/14-Day Isolation
IRC is pleased to offer on-call support when needed, to IRC Strategy will be influenced by culture and cultural practices.
beneficiaries while isolating or in quarantine. All you need to
Counselling Support for all Inuvialuit wherever they reside
do is send a message to the below email, or text the number to
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation’s (IRC) Health & Wellness
access support services. A counsellor will be on stand-by, for you
Division, through Non-Insured Health Benefits (NIHB) with
to speak with. In your message include your contact information
Department of Indigenous Services Canada, have improved
access to free non-crisis counselling services for all Inuvialuit
beneficiaries across Canada. Through this new process, the
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation will be billed directly to pay for
your counselling services once your process is set-up. Contact
counselling@inuvialuit.com
For crisis situations call 911, your local emergency number, or
call any of the following 24 hours a day, 7 days a week:
• Hope for Wellness Helpline 1-855-242-3310
• Canada Suicide Prevention Service 1-833-456-4566 or text
or chat @crisisservicescanada.ca
Patrick “Dang” Gruben IDC Chair getting a flu shot from
Jasmine Gordon-Ruben who is a featured success story in IRC
Education & Training new brochure for Inuit Post Secondary
Education Strategy funding, contact education@inuvialuit.com
Inuvialuit Corporate Group strongly encourages getting your flu
shot this year to stay healthy!

• National Suicide Prevention Hotline 1-800-273-8255
• NWT Helpline 1-800-661-0844 and on Facebook
• Kids Helpline 1-800-668-6868 or crisis text 686868
• Nunavut Kamatsiaqtut Helpline 1-800-265-3333
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Project Jewel Family Wellness Camp at Reindeer Station with LPCs
IS
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Remembering Edward Lennie, Father of the Northern Games
Edward “Charles” “Nigaq” “Piipiqpak” Inglangasak Lennie
From the Chair’s words offered at the service in honor of his life
on November13, 2020:
“Edward’s contribution to the community, the Region, to the
Inuvialuit- the Inuit at large was significant.
We could always count on Edward to be an ambassador, if it was
greeting a fellow Inuk, a Premier or a Minister.
As we are all aware, Edward was the Northern Games. His contribution to this was an amazing commitment and a dedication that
spanned many decades.
One of his famous statements was, “How can you have an Arctic
Winter Games without including the games from the Arctic?”
The legacy he leaves behind is immense and reflected in the
Northern Games continuity, not only in the Arctic Winter games,
the Circumpolar Northern Games, and especially the Regional
Northern Games Summit at East Three Illihakvik.
However, this isn’t everything he focused on. He also put his Above: Edward Lennie at the Northern Games Summit at E3SS. Edward
efforts towards getting children out on the land and promoting and his wife Jeannie were guardians and mentors to many youth bringing
our traditional life skills and culture. This commitment over the them on the land to teach them cultural ways and traditional values.
decades assisted many youth to grow up being proud of our culture
and the ability to be independent.
I’ll conclude by saying that Edwards biggest achievement has been
his family and the legacy he leaves with them. They have grown
up determined, with the knowledge he has passed on, and to also
quote “Never say I can’t.”
God bless the family and we say Quyanaqpak Edward, Aar̂igaa.
In conclusion, I’d like to say there has been a lot of outreach from
others that couldn’t be here today from the outlying communities
and they pass on their prayers to the family.”

Left: Edward Lennie at the 35 Anniversary Inuvialuit Day
celebrations in Jim Koe Park, Inuvik on June 5, 2019. Edward was a
former member of the Inuvialuit Enrolment Committee responsible for
reviewing all applications for acceptance into the Inuvialuit Trust.
Above: Jose Kusugak presenting Edward with the National
Aboriginal Achievement Award in 2003 (now the Indspire Awards)
recognizing his volunteer work in championing the legacy of the
Northern Games. The legacy of the Northern Games will continue to
flourish through much of the efforts of Edward Lennie.
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Inuvialuit Corporate Group Human Resources and Staffing Updates
Promotions
Alecia Lennie is now Regional Health Promotions Coordinator
from Health Liaison. Alecia has worked alongside many staff in
our Division to assist and coordinate in various health promotions
activities since she started. She has proven a great asset to our
team, and we are excited she accepted this promotion to expand
The Division works to achieve Goal #6 as set out in the IRC her connections in the region even more! Alecia will be helping
Strategic Plan, 2019 -2021, “Manage optimally the human, physical with Elders file and directly responsible for the Tobacco Cessation,
and financial resources of the Inuvialuit Corporate Group.”
Brighter Futures, CPNP and Oral Health. Please join me in
The HR Division is tasked with increasing employment Congratulating Alecia on her new role!
opportunities and skill development for Inuvialuit who are working
within the Inuvialuit Corporate Group, including Inuvialuit Todd Orvitz will be taking on the role of Chief Administrative
Regional Corporation and Inuvialuit Development Corporation. Officer for the Inuvialuit Regional Corporation. Reporting to the
Chair and CEO, Todd, as Chief Administrative Officer is charged
Hanging prominently in ICG’s HR offices is the Inuvialuktun with the oversight and ultimate responsibility for the Lands
phrase, “Quvianaqtusi qaigapsi ikayurvianun savaktuanun,” and Department, Government Relations Department, Innovation,
a translation is “You all bring happiness for coming to the place Science and Climate Change Division, Health & Wellness
assistance is given to workers.”
Department, Community Economic Development Organization,
As of November IRC Board meeting, there are 127 employees and non-executive HR functions. In addition, Todd will continue
within Inuvialuit Corporate Group. 97 are Inuvialuit beneficiaries. to have ultimate responsibility for the IRC ‘s legal department here
There are 17 Inuvialuit in positions such as Chairs/ Directors/ in Inuvik. The Chief Administrative Officer works alongside the
Senior Managers/ Managers out of 31 Supervisory positions Chair & CEO, CFO, Special Advisor, and Director of Operations
as the Senior Management Team.
altogether in the Inuvialuit Corporate Group.
Human Resources Department
Vina Norris, Associate Director of Human Resources, provided
a report to the IRC Board. HR Staff also currently include: HR
Coordinator Trainee Jessica Stewart, HR Officer is on leave,
and ICG hopes to hire a Associate HR Officer in December 2020.

Vina Norris is now Associate Director of Human Resources from
New IRC/IDC Staff
Darlington Mandondo, IDC Construction Controller, welcome! Sr. Manager. Congratulations!
Tori Hendrick, has started in an Accounting Officer role at IRC. Departing Staff including Resignations or Term Ended
Fran Haughian, ICEDO Economic Projects Manager left to be
Piers Kreps (Kimiksana) is introduced in the role of Research closer to family in Alberta due to COVID travel restrictions.
Data Specialist for Innovation, Science and Climate Change
Division (ISCC). Born in Inuvik, Piers was raised in the Greater Patrice Stuart, former ICEDO Project Officer took a job in
Toronto Area and is excited to be back home. In 2019, he completed Yellowknife and we wish her the best.
a MSc degree from the London School of Economics and Political
Science with a dissertation titled ‘Kiviuq Moves South: Ottawamiut Saville Anderson, Manager of Flight Operations was laid off from
ICEDO’s Igutchaq UAV Inc. for lack of current funding.
narratives of health service provision and policy inclusion’.
Pauley Tedoff, QNIHS Technician is in ISCC office- she will be Louise Flooren started as Associate HR Officer, however and
working closely with Health & Wellness Division to develop a unfortunately, her family chose not to reside in Inuvik.
Regional plan for the Qanuippitaa? National Inuit Health Survey Tricia Veness in Associate HR Officer has completed her term
and provide technical advice.
position with IRC.
Darby Desrosiers, is the Clean Energy Coordinator, see page 13. Shannon O’Hara has left Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, she
Tyra Cockney-Goose, back as Climate Change and Environment had been Inuit Research Advisor.

Assistant summer student and P/T while attending the University Luke Morine, Controller, and Ashley Morine, Health Promotions
of Victoria and taking mathematics coursework.
Coordinator departed from Inuvialuit Regional Corporation in
Sarah MacNabb Dementia Project Coordinator is supporting a August to move back to eastern Canada.
new project in IRC’s Health & Wellness Division, see more about Jamie Day has left the organization as of October with her new
her mandate on Page 15, and feel free to reach out to her in her position at Inuvik Housing.
new role!
While COVID regulations and precautions have made meeting
Terri-Lyn McLeod, Student and Family Support (SFSW) Aklavik. new staff in person more limited, feel free to send staff an email or
Everett Elanik, Security Officer in Inuvialuit Corporate Building. give them a call. ICG will continue to introduce new staff working
for Inuvialuit and explain their mandates in future newsletters.
And welcome Carmen Wade to the Inuvialuit Corporate Group Find the Staff Directory: https://www.irc.inuvialuit.com/contactas IRC’s Receptionist.
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Illatnilu, Ilaannilu, Ilaanilu
COVID-19 Resources
Flu shots
***If you are experiencing any symptoms, especially fever or IRC is encouraging staff and individuals to take the opportunities
cough or to be tested, please CALL public health and health centre to receive their flu shots this year!
phone numbers in your community for guidance:
Remember that Masks Are Required on Airplanes and in Airports
• Aklavik 867-978-2516
IRC encourages beneficiaries to wear masks when physical
distancing is not possible or anywhere required or recommended.
• Inuvik: 777-2646 or CALL 777-8000
Inuvialuit Corporate Offices
• Paulatuk 867-580-3231
Inuvialuit Corporate Office offices now require health check at the
first floor security desk and mask. Please make an appointment,
• Sachs Harbour 867-690-4181
867 777-7000.
• Tuktoyaktuk 867-977-2321
Inuvialuit Cultural Centre (ICRC) is providing services by mail,
• Ulukhaktok 867-396-3111
email, phone and accepting walk-ins by appointment only, call
867 777-2595.
• Shortness of breath, Call 911
Call 811 or email covid@gov.nt.ca with your questions.*You ILA Office in Tuktoyaktuk
can email protectnwt@gov.nt.ca or call 1 833 378-8297 to report ILA office in Tuktoyaktuk is in operation but the door is locked
to the public, please contact staff in the office as needed by email
anyone not following self-isolation requirements after travel.
or telephone to access their services or request an appointment
Current advice from GNWT: https://www.gov.nt.ca/covid-19/
867 977-7100.
Government of Canada: www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation Craft Shop
diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid-19.html Canada has a
Please be advised that IRC’s Craft Shop is open by appointment
COVID-19 Information telephone # you can call: 1 833 784-4397
to the public at this time. IRC is promoting physical distancing
The World Health Organization has updates: https://www.who.int/ and requires all customers to wear masks to prevent COVID-19.
emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public Contact Lorna Elias 777-7003 or email: lelias@inuvialuit.com
with your questions or to schedule an appointment to shop.
Self-Isolation, Quarantine
Self-isolate means to stay at home and self monitor for symptoms Inuvialuit Business List (IBL)
for 14 days, a requirement if you have had potential exposure, Join the IBL or update Inuvialuit business contact information.
travelled or are coming in from anywhere outside the NWT. If Businesses can contact Tara Day, Communications Coordinator
you are returning to a smaller community in the ISR, you need to Tel: (867) 777-7056 and tday@inuvialuit.com for details.
serve this quarantine period in Inuvik (or in Yellowknife).
IRC’s Enrolment
IRC’s Enrolment supports Beneficiaries in applying for Direct
General COVID-19 Advice:
Deposit electronic fund transfer (EFT) for Distribution Payments
The most important advisory is currently to physically distance,
and/or Elders Benefit Payments at all times of year. You are strongly
avoid crowds and gathering and wash hands well with soap and
encouraged to register all Inuvialuit children with IRC.
water. If you develop symptoms, remember to quarantine by
isolating yourself from members of your household and call the Contact the Enrolment team at their email:
phone numbers to contact public health at top of this page for
enrolment@inuvialuit.com 
guidance. Stay safe. 
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Cover photo: Flowers in Ulukhaktok near Jacks Bay, July 2020.
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